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THE RESULTS REPORT:
2021 LEGISLATIVE RESULTS & OUTCOMES

WHAT’S INSIDE:

• 2021 LEGISLATIVE SESSION IN REVIEW
• FISCAL YEAR 2021-22 BUDGET REVIEW
• PROFILES IN LEADERSHIP
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2021 LEGISLATIVE SESSION BUSINESS RECAP: 
PRO GROWTH RESULTS FOR BUSINESS AND MANUFACTURING

The 2021 legislative session was the first of the 112th General Assembly. It followed one of the most unique and unpredict-
able legislative years in Tennessee history. Fifth-year Lieutenant Governor, Randy McNally and second-year House Speak-

er Cameron Sexton were forced to make a number of difficult decisions about how they would welcome lawmakers back to  
Nashville in 2021 while balancing pandemic related precautions and the critical need to allow stakeholder interaction. 

When lawmakers reconvened on January 11th, strict COVID-19 precautions were being taken inside the Cordell Hull 
Legislative Office building and in the Tennessee State Capitol building. Senate hearing rooms were closed to the public 
and meetings with Senate members required an appointment and administrative clearance. The House began the session 
by allowing limited seating in committee rooms and outside the House chamber. Masks were required of guests and staff 
throughout the legislative session. Restrictions eased as the session progressed to a nearly normal level.

The 2021 session followed 2020 elections which ushered in a total of 12 new lawmakers state wide; ten House members 
and two Senators. In the November elections, Senate Democrats experienced a net gain of one seat with the general election 
victory of former Nashville Metro Councilwoman, Heidi Campbell in Davidson County. In the House, Republicans held onto 
strong super majorities by maintaining 73 House seats. 

Governor Bill Lee helped set the pace for the 2021 legislative year by immediately calling for a special session to focus on 
education-related issues. Lawmakers prioritized learning loss, literacy, and teacher accountability over the course of the five 
day special session. The Chamber was supportive of Governor Lee’s special session education package which was successful 
in gaining passage and appropriations.

The Chamber completed its legislative priorities during the 2021 legislative session. Equally as important, it was also 
successful in advocating in opposition to proposals that would harm Tennessee’s business climate.

A NOTE TO OUR VALUED TENNESSEE CHAMBER MEMBERS:

A special thank you goes to all Tennessee Chamber members who diligently advocated on behalf of our organization through-

out the 2021 legislative year. It is because of the grassroots efforts of Tennessee business leaders that our organization was able 

to achieve high levels of legislative success in 2021. The strength of our team in Nashville is derived from the respected business 

leaders who dedicate time and resources to our organization and maintain strong reputations in every corner of the state. 

We will continue our work in the areas of environmental regulation, tax policy, workforce development, human resources policy, 

and economic development to name a few. Members are the pulse of the Tennessee Chamber of Commerce & Industry/Tennessee 

Manufacturers Association. Thank you for the opportunity to advocate on your behalf.

A NOTE FROM THE TENNESSEE CHAMBER:

tnchamber.org

TENNESSEE BILL FILINGS PER YEAR

LAWS ENACTED BY YEAR

Bradley Jackson
President & CEO

Ryan King
Vice President 
of Government Affairs

Mallorie Kerby
Associate Vice President of 
Environment and Energy
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IN REVIEW

TENNESSEE BILL FILINGS PER YEAR

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

1464

1294

1388

1554

1617

BY THE NUMBERS

LAWS ENACTED BY YEAR

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

494
571 513

297
437

“The work of the 
Chamber is 
essential to our 
businesses. it 
gives me peace 
of mind knowing 
they are con-
stantly working 
to protect 
businesses in 
the legislatiure 
and keeping us 
informed.”
– TN Chamber Member

Bill filings in 2021 were 
the greatest in the era of 
bill filing limits in 
Tennessee. This is 
largely due to repeat bill 
filings that could not be 
considered in the 2020 
session.
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MAJOR 2021 TENNESSEE CHAMBER & 
MANUFACTURING LEGISLATIVE 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
(WITH SPONSORS & OUTCOMES)

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION: Ensuring fair and equitable awarding of certain 
attorney fees for wrongfully denied Worker’s Compensation claims: 

Public Chapter 152 allows for limited attorneys’ fees and costs to be awarded when a claim is wrongfully denied or benefits are not 
provided. This law is an extension of Tennessee’s existing policy regarding wrongful denial of attorney fees to ensure businesses 
can continue to monitor the law. It will sunset on June 30, 2023. 

SPONSORS

SEN. BAILEY
SPARTA (R)

REP. BOYD
LEBANON (R)

OUTCOME:

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION: Protecting businesses from misclassified em-
ployees and Worker’s Compensation liability of employers: 

Public Chapter 189 makes several changes to assist the Tennessee Bureau of Workers Compensation to better enforce employee 
misclassifications. It also clarifies that some employers should not be held liable if a subcontractor has been removed from the 
Workers Compensation Exemption Registry. 

SPONSORS

SEN. BAILEY
SPARTA (R)

REP. BOYD
LEBANON (R)

OUTCOME:

WORKFORCE: Establishing career readiness testing options: 

As a significant step to enhance Tennessee’s workforce, Public Chapter 552 implements career readiness testing options for every 
graduating high school senior in the state. The legislation will provide students the opportunity to obtain a nationally recognized, 
portable work readiness credential that is acknowledged or recommended by at least 816 Tennessee employers as an asset that 
allows the employer to grow its individual talent pipeline. 

SPONSORS

SEN. WHITE
MURFREESBORO 
(R)

REP. HASTON
LOWELLVILLE (R)

OUTCOME:

IN REVIEW
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OUTCOME:

OUTCOME:

OUTCOME:

TAX: Tax deductibility of COVID-19 relief: 

Public Chapter 608 implements Excise Tax deductions on Supplemental Employer Recovery Grant Program, Small Business Relief 
and other Tennessee COVID-19 relief programs. 
SPONSORS

SEN. JOHNSON
FRANKLIN (R)

REP. GANT
ROSSVILLE (R)

OUTCOME:

TAX: Uniform treatment and regulation of building materials: 

Public Chapter 332 ensures that approved building materials are treated equally and fairly in the market and that attainable housing 
concepts are recognized. This legislation notes that as long as a building material is approved by a nationally recognized building 
code or the Tennessee state fire marshal it cannot be outright banned by a government entity. However, it may be regulated through 
fair and transparent adoption processes by local governments.

SPONSORS

SEN. BELL
RICEVILLE (R)

REP. BOYD
LEBANON (R)

OUTCOME:

TAX: Tennessee business tax filing accomodations: 

Public Chapter 559 allows an additional 30 days for businesses to file this return which will allow for more accurate filings. When 
the Tennessee extended return date of October 15 is identical to the federal extended return date, complications arise that can inter-
fere with a business’s ability to timely file its Franchise and Excise Return. Much of Tennessee’s return is predicated on the federal 
filing and a number of additions and deletions must be completed on the state return before it can be properly filed.
SPONSORS

SEN. WATSON
HIXSON (R)

REP. HICKS
ROGERSVILLE (R)

OUTCOME:

TAX: Reforming unemployment benefit levels: 

Providing overall savings to TN businesses, Public Chapter 560 reforms Tennessee’s unemployment payout system by indexing 
benefits at certain levels. If the state’s unemployment rate is at or below 5.5% then the duration of the benefits will last 12 weeks. 
An additional week is added each time the unemployment rate increases by .5% up to 20 weeks maximum. Sponsors note the legis-
lation encourages employees to return to work sooner, providing an overall lower total benefit, at a greater weekly monetary benefit. 
An estimated $33.5 million savings to employers is anticipated.

SPONSORS

SEN. LUNDBERG
BRISTOL (R)

REP. VAUGHAN
COLLIERVILLE (R)

OUTCOME:
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Bringing consistency to discrimination and harassment claims: 

Public Chapter 556 clarifies where certain of Tennessee harassment and discrimination claims should be filed. Previous law was 
unclear and would have provided employees with two potential paths- one through the Tennessee Public Protection Act, and the 
other through the Tennessee Human Rights Act. The new law clarifies when harassment and discrimination claims are to be brought 
solely under the Human Rights Act.

SPONSORS

SEN. BAILEY
SPARTA (R)

REP. MANNIS
KNOXVILLE (R)

OUTCOME:

2021 TENNESSEE CHAMBER & MANUFACTURING: 
PROFILES IN COMMITTEE CHAIR LEADERSHIP

Senator Paul Bailey
Commerce & Labor
Committee Chairman

Rep. Kevin Vaughan
House Commerce
Committee Chairman

Hometown: Sparta (SD 15)
Occupation: Business Owner: Trucking
Legislative Service Since: 2015
Chamber Involvement: Member of Bledsoe, Cumberland, 
Jackson, Overton, Putnam and White County Chambers of 
Commerce
Leadership Position: Chairman, Senate Commerce and Labor 
Committee

What he said about the 2021 legislative session: “I am proud 
of all that was accomplished throughout the 2021 legislative 
session. For our state’s business community, I think we made a 
number of incremental improvements to our business climate. 
Our committee made deliberative decisions in the areas of  
human resources, Worker’s Compensation, and unemployment 
to name a few. I was pleased to sponsor some of these success-
ful legislative actions. Many of the policies implemented this 
year will serve Tennessee businesses well for years to come.”

Key business legislation sponsored: Workers Compensation 
Misclassification (PC 189); Workers Compensation 
Wrongful Denials (PC 152); HR Claim Clarifications 
(PC 556)

Hometown: Collierville (HD 95)
Occupation: Engineer and Real Estate Developer
Legislative Service Since: 2018
Chamber Involvement: Collierville Chamber of Commerce 
Director
Leadership Position: Chairman, House Commerce Committee

What he said about the 2021 legislative session: “I believe 
we had a productive session and addressed significant issues 
such as unemployment reform, workman’s compensation, and 
workplace safety. While accomplishing changes in these areas 
that strengthen Tennessee’s business environment are to be not-
ed, much of the productive work that does not receive as much 
attention are the many bills that were defeated. Preserving 
Tennessee’s business momentum requires sometimes rejecting 
well intentioned, but potentially damaging policy. Our commit-
tee members stood firm on several of these issues.”

Key business legislation sponsored: Unemployment 
Delivery Reform to Restructure Tennessee’s Unemployment 
Benefit Index, In-lieu of Fee Sponsor Mitigation (PC 208)
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OUTCOME:

2021-22 Budget
Overview

IN REVIEW

A Year of Firsts:
• Largest budget in the state’s history $42.6 billion (an increase from $39 billion in FY 20-21)
• Largest rainy day budget and TennCare reserves $2 billion

General Overview:
• $71M to fully fund the state share of the BEP for K-12 education
• Four percent raise for teacher salaries
• $100M to invest in the Rainy-Day Fund
• $931M for capital maintenance and improvements
• $5M for the Health Care Safety Net
• $7M to extend postpartum care for the TennCare population to 12 months
• $24M for Rural Opportunity Site Grants
• $100M for local infrastructure grants
• $30M to eliminate deferred maintenance and improve accessibility at state parks
• $8M to expand marketing and tourism initiatives
• $36 million to fully fund the THEC outcomes-based formula
• $37.9 million to fully fund TennCare growth

Education/Workforce:
• $110.1 million in new education spending to aid in teaching in a COVID-19 environment
• $120.1 million in teacher pay raises (in addition to $45 million designated during 
• $6.1 million for the University of Tennessee’s acquisition of Martin Methodist
• $10 million to create ten Governor’s Investment in Vocational Education (GIVE) sites, prioritized by greatest  
 workforce revitalization need
• $341.6 million in total new funding for K-12 education
• $250M trust fund to assist K-12 families who are facing significant mental health issues in the wake of   
 COVID-19
• $18.5M to transportation to students for summer learning
• $2M to provide an additional four high quality, grade aligned books and resources over the summer for the  
 88,000 rising first graders in Tennessee
• $79M to eliminate current TCAT waitlists statewide, currently at 11,400 students
• $25M to Tennessee Promise to permit increases in the Hope Scholarship
• $4M to increase Agriculture Extension Agents at University of Tennessee and Tennessee State University
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2021-22 Budget
Overview (cont.’d)

IN REVIEW

Infrastructure and Rural Investment:
• $100 million one-time increase in broadband deployment to unserved areas through grants and tax credits
• $40 million for the Transportation Equity Fund for airports
• $85 million for Transportation Equity Fund for railways
• Additional $5.5 million recurring to the Tennessee Agriculture Enhancement Program
• $5 million to relocate Tennessee State Fair to Wilson County
• $472 million in total new funding for business and economic development
• $100 million local government infrastructure grants
• $21.1 million nonrecurring to a rural development fund to assist with site development, community asset  
 improvements, marketing, strategic planning, downtown revitalization, and technical assistance.
• 4% raise for state employees

Tax Cuts:
• $25M for a two-week sales tax holiday for groceries
• $75M for a two-week sales tax holiday for restaurants and all prepared food
• $16M to reduce the professional privilege tax by 25%

Safety:
• $500K to provide gun safety programming for children
• $17M to replace radios for state troopers
• $18M to improve the statewide disaster communications system
• $680K to add 4 new Homeland Security Agents

Economic Development/Business Development:
• $400,000 to provide for a public/private partnership to create the Smart Factory Institute to train and  
 equip manufacturers on advanced manufacturing
• $5M to provide grants to restore and preserve historic downtowns across the state
• $3M to increase employment in Tennessee through the Small Business Innovation program
• $3M recurring and an additional $10M nonrecurring to provide additional direct funding to airports across  
 Tennessee through the Transportation Equity Fund (total $50M investment in air infrastructure)

IMPACTS
THE
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FINANCIAL IMPACTS TO BUSINESS

$25,000,000
CONTROLLING STATE EXCISE TAX DEDUCTIBILITY 

OF COVID RELIEF
(ESTIMATES BASED ON COVID-19 RELIEF ALLOCATIONS)

REFORMING DELIVERY OF 
UNEMPLOYMENT 

BENEFITS ESTIMATED

(Source: HB1039/SB1402 fiscal memo 
dated 4/19/21)

MILLION

MILLION
ENACTMENT OF 
TWO TENNESSEE
SALES TAX HOLIDAYS 

WORK READY
OPPORTUNITY TESTING

PROGRAM 

ESTABLISHMENT OF 
NATIONAL SMART FACTORY 

MANUFACTURING 
INSTITUTE

WHAT IS THE RETURN ON YOUR MEMBERSHIP & SUPPORT?
THE TN CHAMBER’S TOTAL IMPACT ON THE 2021 LEGISLATIVE 

SESSION IS ESTMATED TO HAVE SAVED AND BENEFITTED 
EMPLOYESS MORE THAN A QUARTER OF A BILLION DOLLARS.
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2021 TENNESSEE CHAMBER & MANUFACTURING: 
ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY FOCUS

IN REVIEW

Since President Biden’s inauguration and subsequent transition of the administration, there has been a gradual shift of focus from 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Environment, energy and climate policy has moved to the forefront as a priority for law and policy mak-
ers at all levels of government and on both sides of the aisle. While these important topics may be newly top-of-mind for many, the 
Tennessee Chamber has a long-standing history of advocacy and engagement on state and federal regulatory policy in the areas of 
water, air, solid and hazardous waste, site remediation, and energy.  As in years past, the Tennessee Chamber achieved great success 
in the 2021 legislative session by working to stop the movement of bills placing unnecessary burdens on Tennessee businesses 
and encouraging the passage of legislation with positive impacts to businesses while maintaining good stewardship of Tennessee’s 
environment and natural resources. “As we emerge from the global pandemic, the Chamber is pleased to keep Tennessee moving in 
the right direction by creating and maintaining a business friendly atmosphere, especially as it relates to environmental policy,” says 
Stacey Cothran, Chair of the Chamber’s Environment and Energy Committee. 

One major initiative with potential impact to many Tennessee businesses is the Tennessee Cleaner Landscapes for the Economy, 
Agriculture, and Nature (CLEAN) Act (SB152/SB174). This bill creates an independent Commission tasked with implementing a 
bottle deposit program, creating a single-use bag reduction program, and a state-wide litter reduction program. The bill also requires 
the Tennessee Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (TACIR) to make recommendations to the Commission on 
implementation of the required objectives. While the business community has consistently expressed a desire to evaluate options 
for reducing litter in Tennessee, serious concerns were voiced regarding this proposed mechanism. The most prominent of those 
concerns being that a bottle deposit is essentially an additional tax on certain beverages that is then passed along to consumers. The 
lack of bottle deposit programs in neighboring states would send Tennessee consumers across states lines to buy beverages and 
leave a Tennessee program ripe for fraud. In addition, the details of this new “tax” as well as the single-use bag and litter reduction 
programs would be determined by the new Commission instead of the General Assembly. After hearing concerns from the Tennes-
see Chamber and other stakeholders, the sponsors opted not to move the bill forward in 2021. The Chamber will be seeking input 
from businesses prior to the 2022 session on proactive solutions to address litter in Tennessee.

A bill was introduced by Nashville lawmakers to require the Air Pollution Control Board to promulgate ambient air quality stan-
dards for hydrogen sulfide (SB202/HB546). This legislation imposes increased costs to manufacturers for monitoring, equipment, 
and reporting as EPA does not currently have ambient air quality standards for hydrogen sulfide nor has EPA designated it a hazard-
ous air pollutant. In addition, the state would bear the cost of doing the extensive technical analysis needed to derive a set of state 
standards in the absence of federal standards. After hearing from the Tennessee Chamber and other stakeholders, the sponsors did 
not move forward with the bill this year. 

SUSTAINING
TENNESSEE
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Two bills regarding the regulation of solid waste were introduced that created concern for the business community. SB196/HB562 
prohibits the permitting of landfills within one mile of a residence if the neighboring population exceeds 35,000 people within a 15 
square mile radius. The resulting push of solid waste disposal facilities to more rural areas would increase costs for business and 
individual customers alike with no guarantee of meeting regulatory siting requirements in these areas. The bill language is also 
unclear as to whether or not the requirements would apply to expansions of currently permitted landfills. After hearing from the 
Tennessee Chamber and other stakeholders, the sponsors chose not to move forward with this bill in 2021. A caption bill (SB1137/
HB584) was amended by the Rutherford County sponsors to prohibit undigested sewer sludge from disposal in a Class I landfill 
located outside the county from which the sludge originates unless approved by 2/3 of the local governing body where the landfill 
is located. The bill was later amended to apply to only Rutherford County but concerns still remained as to the slippery slope such a 
restriction would create for other municipalities as well as manufacturers with on-site waste water treatment facilities. The sponsors 
moved the bill through the House Agriculture and Natural Resources Subcommittee and the Senate Energy, Agriculture, and Natural 
Resources Committee but chose not to move the legislation further.

“As we emerge from the global pandemic, the Chamber is pleased to keep Tennessee 
moving in the right direction by creating and maintaining a business friendly 

atmosphere, especially as it relates to environmental policy,” – Stacey Cothran, Chair 
of the Chamber’s Environment and Energy Committee. 

 

The Chamber also advocated for the passage of pro-business legislation that did become law such as Public Chapter 208. This law 
requires the Department of Environment and Conservation (TDEC) to take certain actions to ensure that in-lieu fee sponsors secure 
mitigation for permanent impacts to waters. This bill was introduced by a stakeholder to address the existing problem of in-lieu fee 
sponsors accepting fees but not performing the mitigation work for which the fee was paid. 

Other Environment & Energy Bills to Note:
• Valuing Property Taken By Eminent Domain (SB1421/HB1090) – Requires juries to value land taken by eminent domain at  
 130% of fair market value and include the value of depreciation caused by taking of an easement as damages. The very  
 substantial fiscal note for impacted state highway and federal funds likely influenced the sponsors’ decision not to move this bill  
 forward.

• Primacy and Reclamation Act of Tennessee (SB742/HB90) – Introduced by the administration to make changes to the 2018 law  
 as required by the federal government in order for Tennessee to obtain primacy over surface coal mining. This bill was 
 accompanied by a $871,000 reoccurring appropriation. Enacted as Public Chapter 548.

• Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy and Resilience (C-PACER) Act (SB795/HB667) – Authorizes local governments  
 to establish a C-PACER program which provides low-cost, long-term financing for permanent improvements to decrease energy  
 consumption or demand, support production of clean, renewable energy, decrease water consumption or demand, or increase  
 resilience by assessing a voluntary tax to the property. Businesses interested in taking advantage of the program will want to  
 weigh the pros and cons to determine whether it is beneficial for their long term goals. 

• Incentives for Alternatives to Discharge to Surface Waters (SB790/HB1144) – Provides more specific language to the existing  
 law which requires the Board of Water Quality, Oil, and Gas to provide incentives for alternatives to discharges to surface 
 waters. Enacted as Public Chapter 263.

In addition to legislative work, the Tennessee Chamber advocates for businesses year round on environmental matters proposed by 
regulators in the form of regulation, policy, guidance, and fees and maintains good, productive relationships with regulators, 
industry partners, and national affiliates involved in environment and energy policy in order to benefit the Tennessee business  
community. Please contact Mallorie Kerby, Associate Vice President for Environment & Energy on any environment-related matter. 
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WELCOME
NEW LAWMAKERS

112TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY NEW LAWMAKERS

From Left to Right:
Representative Eddie Mannis (R-Knoxville), Representative Sam McKenzie (D-Knoxville),  
Bradley Jackson, Chamber President & CEO, Senator Heidi Campbell (D-Nashville),  
Representative Michelle Carringer (R-Knoxville), Representative Todd Warner (R-Lewisburg),  
Representative John Gillespie (R-Germantown), Representative Scotty Campbell (R-Mountain City),  
Representative Rebecca Alexander (R-Jonesborough), Representative Tandy Darby (R-Greenfield),  
Representative Tim Hicks (R-Gray)  

1.
2.
3.
4.

“One of my main goals while serving in the legislature 
is to represent the businesses within my district along 
with my hard-working constituents. The Tennessee 
Chamber assists in navigating the complexities of 
business issues to help me better serve District 18. ” 
– Eddie Mannis (R) Knoxville
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112TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY NEW LAWMAKERS

From Left to Right:
Representative Eddie Mannis (R-Knoxville), Representative Sam McKenzie (D-Knoxville),  
Bradley Jackson, Chamber President & CEO, Senator Heidi Campbell (D-Nashville),  
Representative Michelle Carringer (R-Knoxville), Representative Todd Warner (R-Lewisburg),  
Representative John Gillespie (R-Germantown), Representative Scotty Campbell (R-Mountain City),  
Representative Rebecca Alexander (R-Jonesborough), Representative Tandy Darby (R-Greenfield),  
Representative Tim Hicks (R-Gray)  

THE TENNESSEE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
& INDUSTRY FOUR-PHASE POLICY PROCESS

Capturing and accurately representing the views of Tennessee Chamber members and the Tennessee business 
community are critical to the success of our organization. Every year, the Chamber undergoes a stringent, 
deliberative, and intensive policy analysis process for the purpose of accurately reflecting members’ needs. If 
you have questions about how to further engage in the chambers policy process, please contact the Government 
Affairs team.

Chamber policy listening sessions are designed to 
collect input from members on a regional basis. 
Tennessee Chamber staff provides outlooks of 

expected policy proposals and challenges and allows 
members to react. This meeting is also critical for 

new issues to arise to the surface which members are 
struggling with or experiencing.

POLICY LISTENING SESSIONS – FALL:

Member listening session input and current 
policy insights and trends inform the Chamber’s  
annual policy survey questions. The Chamber’s 

 annual policy survey is critical for capturing data 
and other resources to help formulate our 

organization’s final policy agenda.

ANNUAL POLICY SURVEY – WINTER:

Prior to the beginning of every Tennessee  
legislative session, the Tennessee Chamber 

releases its annual policy agenda which guides the 
policy work of the organization for the following 

year. The agenda is the result of months of 
member input and illustrates the public priorities 

of the organization.

YEARLY POLICY AGENDA – WINTER:

Member engagement at every level is critical to 
the overall success of the Chambers public affairs 
efforts. It is critically important that policymakers, 
through interaction from the business community, 

have pro-business policies reinforced. 

IMPLENTATION – YEAR-ROUND:

1.
2.
3.
4.
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• MORE INFO:
 tnright2work.com
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“This amendment will protect the rights of Tennessee workers and strengthen 
our economy for years to come.” 
— Gov. Bill Lee

“Tennessee’s Right to Work laws have been critical to producing the economic 
growth our state has experienced over the last decade.” 
— Lt. Gov. Randy McNally

“This will strengthen our economic standing, support our current and future 
workforces, and also ensure this state remains open for business.”  
— House Speaker Cameron Sexton

WHAT THEY ARE SAYING

COMING TO 
THE BALLOT 

BOX IN
2022
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OUR MISSION

The Tennessee Chamber of Commerce & Industry is the unified voice of business 

and premier advocacy organization in the state. The Tennessee Chamber 

creates prosperity for all Tennesseans through an economy of 

increased productivity and global competitiveness..
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tnchamber.org


